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INTRODUCTION: FOUR PANDEMICS AND HOUSING INSECURITY

During its first century, land use law changed in response to serious, usually singular, challenges. First, it responded to the Great Depression, then World War II, then urban sprawl’s threat to local economics and environments, then the challenge of developing sustainably in the face of emerging climate change.¹ As land use law’s second century progresses, a quartet of “pandemics” pose unprecedented challenges. These pandemics are the worsening of climate change, the appearance of COVID-19 and its variants, the dawning realization of the tragedy of racial inequity, and the national housing crisis that causes housing insecurity for many. All of these catastrophes are worrisome threats to public health.

These pandemics have aroused widespread concern. In response, many in the nation are calling on local land use advocates and officials to reform land use law. This Article introduces these four pandemics and describes in detail what local governments are doing to combat one of them: housing insecurity. It reviews recent progress with traditional inclusionary zoning requirements, such as mandatory affordable housing; discusses the move toward greater density in single-family zoning; touches on the housing first approach to reducing homelessness through supportive housing; lists strategies being used to remediate distressed housing; and notes the importance of affordable housing as a necessary strategy for preventing lower-income household displacement caused by gentrification.

The lack of affordable housing exacerbates the detrimental effects of the other catastrophes. We are building most of our housing outside denser urban areas—increasing vehicle miles travelled for those seeking shelter—and on lands that sequester CO2, both of which worsen climate change.² We cannot prevent gentrification induced displacement of lower-income households without affordable housing

needed to address racial inequity.\(^3\) Placing most of our housing in *greenfields* increases the exodus of residents from cities in response to COVID-19 and its variants.\(^4\)

The reciprocal impacts of these four pandemics are clear; local land use leaders should examine how mitigating one issue can ameliorate the others. The critical public health threat of these four pandemics is a central concern for local leaders—they are called upon to react quickly to issues that move slowly through the state and federal policy reform processes. Local engagement with these problems and local need for technical and financial support put positive pressure on officials at higher governmental levels to respond more quickly.

Even since 2020, we have seen an influx of state and local responses to the housing crisis. While efforts continue to require and incentivize new housing developments to include affordable housing, we have witnessed a sea change in our understanding of single-family zoning and focused on the potential to develop more dwelling units (for example, by allowing small-scale development of accessory dwelling units and multifamily residences in single-family zones).\(^5\)

Familiar tools such as infill development and adaptive reuse are also being employed to allow mixed-use development, including multifamily housing.\(^6\) The increase in homelessness in many markets is fueling interest in supportive housing, in lieu of shelters, as a more

---


effective solution. These new strategies help address the tragedy of displacing lower-income households due to gentrification.

This Article is an early response emanating from the Land Use Law Center’s Land Use, Human Health, and Equity Project that addresses four pandemics plaguing public health: COVID-19, housing insecurity, racial inequity, and climate change. Pandemics are commonly understood to refer to infectious diseases, but the Land Use, Human Health, and Equity Project uses the term to refer to catastrophes significantly affecting public health.

This is not the first, nor is it the last, reference to a pandemic that is not explicitly disease-related; for example, headlines frequently refer to the “opioid epidemic.” The widespread nature of the housing insecurity crisis, in combination with its harmful effects on public health, allow the use of “pandemic” as a descriptor.

New York City declared racism a public health emergency in October 2021. These pandemics are regarded and responded to locally because they are local hazards that pose extraordinary health risks.

---


I. HOUSING INSECURITY AND SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH

Housing insecurity is a nationwide crisis. The United States Census Bureau estimates 29.8% of the over 122 million households in the United States are cost-burdened, spending 30% or more of their monthly income on housing.\(^{10}\) Equaling over 36 million households, this is a problem a large portion of Americans face.\(^ {11}\) The limited supply of housing is contributing to this national problem. The available housing stock is dwindling, with the 2010s seeing the fewest houses built in the United States of any decade since the 1960s.\(^ {12}\) The National Association of Realtors estimates that the housing supply is 5.5 million units short of meeting long-term demand.\(^ {13}\) There are few housing units available to meet the growing needs of the United States’ changing demographics. The Census Bureau projects that the United States population will increase by 65 million by 2050, further exacerbating the supply-and-demand imbalance.

In 2019, 46% of renters were cost-burdened and 24% were severely cost-burdened.\(^ {14}\) While this weighs on all, the burden falls

---


\(^{11}\) Id.


more heavily on minority groups.\textsuperscript{15} The National Low Income Housing Coalition estimates that “\text{t}hirty-eight percent of AIAN [American Indian or Alaska Native] renter households, 35\% of black renter households, and 28\% of Hispanic households have extremely low incomes, compared to 22\% of white non-Hispanic households.”\textsuperscript{16} These disproportionate impacts of the housing crisis highlight the need for a greater supply of affordable housing.

The United States is in the midst of a significant demographic shift. In contrast to the mid-late twentieth century’s nuclear family, one in four households today is a single-person household.\textsuperscript{17} One in three adults has never married.\textsuperscript{18} The birth rate is dropping.\textsuperscript{19} All of these factors contribute to the increasing need for housing variety. The emphasis of historical zoning practices on single-family zones greatly limits the production of different types of housing.

Housing quality, stability, and affordability all play a substantial role in human health. Housing insecurity is “associated with increased adjusted odds of adverse health and material hardship compared with stable housing.”\textsuperscript{20} Poor-quality housing plays a substantial role in infectious diseases, chronic illnesses, injuries, poor


\footnotesize{18} Stebbins, supra note 17.


\footnotesize{20} Megan Sandel et al., Unstable Housing and Caregiver and Child Health in Renter Families, 141 Pediatrics 1, 7 (2018).}
nutrition, and mental disorders. Experts typically examine healthy housing in quality, stability, and affordability categories. Quality, for example, substantially impacts physical health. Approximately 24 million housing units—4 million of which house children—contain significant amounts of lead-based paint. Lead exposure can cause damage to organs and impair cognitive and socioemotional development. It can also lead to lower IQ and test scores, and in severe cases, coma and death. Additionally, poor housing quality is strongly and independently associated with asthma. Instability, on the other hand, negatively impacts the emotional, behavioral, and academic success in children; in teens, it is related to increased risk of

22 Lauren Taylor, Housing and Health: An Overview of the Literature, HEALTH AFFS. (June 7, 2018), https://www.healthaffairs.org/do/10.1377/hpb20180313.396577/full/ (adding neighborhood as a fourth pathway, where research suggests health correlates with broader access to public transport, grocery stores, green spaces, and safe spaces for exercise); Milwaukee Habitat for Humanity, Housing as a Prescription for Children’s Health – Dr. Megan Sandel, YOUTUBE (May 8, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5TZIrhkfYtU.
23 Taylor, supra note 22 (finding that poor housing safety and quality can lead to irreversible damage from lead poisoning, asthma, adverse cardiovascular events, infectious disease, and psychological distress); Milwaukee Habitat for Humanity, supra note 22 (citing research suggesting people who move multiple times, are behind on rent, or experience homelessness demonstrate greater levels of maternal depression, food insecurity, energy insecurity, health care trade-offs, and poor child health).
24 JOINT CTR. FOR HOUS. STUD. OF HARV. UNIV., supra note 15, at 35.
26 See generally Kim T. Ferguson et al., The Physical Environment and Child Development: An International Review, 48 INT’L J. PSYCH. 437, 437–68 (2013) (discussing various studies documenting a relationship between body lead level burdens and IQ reductions, which holds true even when controlling for other factors like social class); see also Lead Poisoning, WORLD HEALTH ORG. (Oct. 11, 2021), https://www.who.int/en/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/lead-poisoning-and-health (explaining that severe exposure to lead attacks the brain and the central nervous system, causing intellectual disability and behavioral disorders).
teen pregnancy, early drug use, and depression. In adults, longer residence is associated with lower levels of depression. Relatedly, affordability significantly impacts both physical and mental health. When households face high housing costs, they often make cuts to other budget areas, including child-enrichment activities, medical care and filling prescriptions, and food. One survey even found that homeowners in default or foreclosure were 13 times more likely to suffer from serious psychological distress compared to homeowners with no housing strain.

When a lack of affordable housing forces people to the street, they also face negative health impacts. Unhoused individuals face shorter life expectancies, higher rates of traumatic brain injuries, disproportionate risk of morbidity, and greater risk of physical and sexual violence. Housing is a crucial determinant of health. “[H]ousing is the first rung on the ladder [of] economic

29 See id. at 6 (reporting that adults who obtained housing in low-poverty areas experienced significant improvements in neighborhood satisfaction and lower rates of psychological distress and depression).
31 Carolyn C. Cannuscio et al., Housing Strain, Mortgage Foreclosure, and Health, 60 Nursing Outlook 134, 138 (2012).
opportunity . . .” In youth, stable housing is related to higher educational attainment and greater test scores. Housing near high-performing schools is 2.4 times more expensive than housing near low-performing schools, tying housing affordability into the educational success of residents. Redlining has forced minority communities into less economically developed areas and compounded the health risks they face—housing affordability is therefore an important factor in determining the social, academic, and economic outcomes for those communities. While also improving the socioeconomic health of municipalities, affordable housing solutions counteract the effects of racial inequity on public health, educational attainment, and more.

II. TRADITIONAL AFFORDABLE HOUSING

The vocabulary of affordable housing, for the purpose of this Article, is as follows. Affordable housing refers to dwelling units that rent or sell for below-market prices. The U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) defines affordable housing with reference to area median income (AMI) and focuses subsidy programs on housing for households earning at or below 80% of the AMI so the housing can be afforded using 30% or less of the household income. Exclusionary zoning refers to restrictions in local land use laws that are unconstitutional because they prevent private developers from building the types of housing that can be made available at below-market prices. The term generally is associated with judicial

34 Id.
35 Id.
38 Cecilia Rouse et al., Exclusionary Zoning: Its Effect on Racial Discrimination in
decisions in very few states requiring local governments to amend their zoning codes to require more types of buildings, such as multifamily structures. Inclusionary zoning is defined as any effort taken by a municipality to amend land use laws to provide any type of housing that is affordable. Exclusionary zoning decisions required defendant municipalities to adopt inclusionary zoning measures.

Affordable housing is the crux of the housing insecurity crisis. There are not enough affordable units to meet the needs of the country’s growing lower and middle classes, changing demographic groups, and expanding cost-burdened population. There are several land-use solutions to address affordable housing head-on.

A. Mandatory Affordable Housing

Mandatory affordable housing ordinances require private market residential developments to include a certain percentage of affordable units for low- and moderate-income households as a condition of approval. For example, Burlington, Vermont passed an ordinance applicable to any development of five or more dwelling units. Escalating with the price of the housing to be developed, projects must contain 15, 20, or 25% of the AMI.

---


44 Id. § 9.1.8.
Inclusionary zoning ordinances can be intricate and raise constitutional questions about their validity. In response to a citywide affordable housing shortage, San Jose, California adopted an inclusionary zoning ordinance—with several requirements, options, and incentives—which was challenged in state court by a building industry group.\textsuperscript{45} The affordable housing requirement applies to all residential developments within the City that create 20 or more dwelling units; the ordinance contains the following additional provisions:

- “[Fifteen] percent of the proposed on-site for-sale units in the development shall be made available at an ‘affordable housing cost’ to households earning no more than 120 percent of the area median income for Santa Clara County adjusted for household size.”\textsuperscript{46}
- The ordinance provides alternative compliance options. When an option is elected by the developer, “the inclusionary housing requirement increases to no less than 20 percent of the total units in the residential development.”\textsuperscript{47} The options available to the developer are:
  - “(1) constructing off-site, affordable, for-sale units”;
  - “(2) paying an in-lieu fee based on the median sales price of a housing unit affordable to a moderate-income family”;
  - “(3) dedicating land equal in value to the applicable in-lieu fee”; or
  - “(4) acquiring and rehabilitating a comparable number of inclusionary units that are affordable to low or very low income households.”\textsuperscript{48}
- The ordinance provides several incentives to build on-site, including:

\textsuperscript{45} See Cal. Bldg. Indus. Ass’n v. City of San Jose, 351 P.3d 974, 978, 1006 (Cal. 2015) (holding that requiring a developer to sell 15% of their for-sale units at affordable housing price was not a taking).
\textsuperscript{46} Id. at 983.
\textsuperscript{47} Id.
\textsuperscript{48} Id.
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(1) an increase in the number of dwelling units allowed under the zoning bonus;
(2) a reduction in the number of parking spaces required under other ordinances;
(3) reduced minimum setback requirements; and
(4) assistance and monetary subsidies from the city government for the sale of the affordable housing units.49

The plaintiff builders’ association charged that this mandatory, city-wide affordable housing requirement violated the takings clause of the California and federal constitutions and should be considered an exaction that requires analysis under the unconstitutional conditions doctrine.50 The California Supreme Court disagreed. As the requirement offered developers two options, the court held that the provision was a valid land use regulation within the scope of a local government’s police power.51 The U.S. Supreme Court denied plaintiff’s request to review the decision.52

B. Incentives for Affordable Housing

Some inclusionary zoning ordinances are not mandatory, but provide incentives to encourage developer buy-in. Mandatory approaches—like San Jose’s—can encourage developers to provide more affordable, or less expensive units. These ordinance approaches include height, density, floor-area ratio, and parking bonuses, among others.53 For example, in Pinellas County, Florida where 20% of units must be affordable to households at or below 60% of the AMI, numerous incentives are provided to developers, such as: expedited

49 Id. at 983–84.
50 Id. at 978.
51 Id. at 979.
53 Heidi Desch, Whitefish Looks to Make Affordable Housing Program Voluntary, WHITEFISH PILOT (June 23, 2021), https://whitefishpilot.com/news/2021/jun/23/whitefish-looks-make-affordable-housing-program-vo/ (providing an example of voluntary incentives for developers, including “a reduction in the minimum lot size, an increase in density, a reduction in minimum lot width and an increase in the maximum lot coverage”).
permit processing, review fee relief, reduced parking requirements, housing permitted in commercial zones, donation of publicly owned land, identification of qualified renters or buyers, density bonuses, permitted accessory uses, reduced setback requirements, street design modifications, and zero lot lines. These incentives are designed to make the more restrictive requirements financially palatable. Similarly, Chipley, Florida grants density bonuses of up to 25% when affordable units are included in housing developments. The units must remain affordable for 30 years and have an annual rent at 33% of the AMI.

C. Off-Site and Buy-Out Options

Off-site and buy-out options are used where affordable units in the development itself are impossible or impractical. In Chapel Hill, North Carolina, developers may utilize a number of off-site and buy-out options in lieu of developing affordable units. These options include land dedication, existing unit dedication, applicant-proposed alternatives, payment in lieu of affordable housing units, and more. The city determines whether affordable housing goals are better achieved with these alternatives.

54 Pinellas Cnty. Plan, Dep’t, Affordable Housing Offered Through the Pinellas County Land Development Code, https://www.pinellascounty.org/community/pdf/AffordableHousingGuide.pdf (last visited May 16, 2022).
56 Id. §§ 44-125(d)(2)(b), 44-125(d)(4)(a).
58 Chapel Hill, N.C., Ordinance Amending the Chapel Hill Land Use Management Ordinance to Establish Inclusionary Zoning Regulations for Residential Development §§ 1–2 (June 21, 2010), https://www.townofchapelhill.org/home/showpublisheddocument/6988/635485371912800000 (amending § 3.10.3(d) of the prior Chapel Hill Land Use Ordinance to provide alternatives for complying with the requirement that residential developers devote 15% of units in developments of five or more to be affordable for low- and moderate-income households).
59 Id. § 2 (amending § 3.10.2(d) of the prior Chapel Hill Land Use Ordinance).
60 Id. (amending § 3.10.3(b) of the prior Chapel Hill Land Use Ordinance).
III. OTHER AFFORDABLE HOUSING STRATEGIES

A. Flexible Large-Scale Multifamily Housing

The most straightforward of inclusionary zoning techniques is to zone more land for multifamily development and provide leeway to developers incorporating mixed-use, infill, or other creative designs. Flexible large-scale, multifamily housing is implemented to create greater multifamily housing stock. Portland, Oregon, for example, amended its zoning code to provide more density through expanded Floor Area Ratio (FAR) provisions, flexibility for the required number of units, bonuses for affordable housing development, and set more liberal development standards for formerly redlined neighborhoods.61 It designates Neighborhood, Corridor, and Urban Center multifamily zones, allowing for different scales of multifamily development in each zone according to the context.62

B. Floating Zones

A floating zone is a district in the zoning code that “floats” above the existing zoning districts; it is not applied to any parcel upon creation.63 The floating zone does not apply to a parcel until an application is made and approved. Once approved, the zoning map is updated, applying the floating zone to the parcel.64 For example, New Rochelle, New York established a Planned Unit Development (PUD) floating zone that may apply to a parcel if it is located in both a designated higher density residential area and an urban renewal area.65 This area may include residential, medical, and accessory uses.66 The units must be affordable.67 Once a parcel meets these criteria and the

61 PORTLAND, OR., ZONING CODE §§ 33.120.210–33.120.213 (2021).
62 See id. §§ 33.120.030(A)–(E) (describing the characteristics of the various zones).
64 Id.
65 NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y., ZONING CODE art. X, § 331-80(B) (2022).
66 Id. §§ 331-80(E)(1)–(2).
67 Id. § 331-80(E)(6).
floating zone is approved, the parcel is now officially in the PUD zone. 68

C. Overlay Zones

An overlay zone is a district that may be applied to preexisting districts and impose additional restrictions or requirements. 69 The requirements can reflect conservation, development, or affordability goals, among other things. 70 Denver, Colorado, for example, enacted an affordable housing bonus overlay zone to encourage affordable development within a certain area. 71 In Denver, roughly one in three households are cost-burdened and one in five are severely cost-burdened. 72 The city estimates that 99,722 affordable units are needed to meet the affordable housing demand. 73 In response, Denver created an overlay zone that allows for a bonus of up to double the height when affordable units are provided. 74

D. Infill Development

Infill development refers to developing on vacant or underused land in areas that have already been developed to a fair extent. 75 A broader definition refers to any development within cities that provide

68 Id. §§ 331-80(F)-(G).
70 Id.
72 Id. at 11.
73 Id.
74 Id. at 16.
most of the infrastructure that new development needs. Using the more focused definition for this Article, we identified land use law reform that provides much more flexible zoning provisions to allow and incentivize developing vacant or underused land. By pursuing infill development, a municipality may increase housing stock and provide needed missing middle housing options.

Tacoma, Washington launched the Residential Infill Pilot Program 2.0 to address housing through infill development. The program allows Planned Infill housing in single-family zoning districts, two-family or townhouse development, small-scale multifamily development, and cottage housing across five council districts. Montpelier, Vermont amended its zoning code to create a mixed-use residential district to promote infill while also maintaining community character. This technique allows for much of the zoning code, and therefore community, to remain the same while certain aspects are changed to promote missing middle development. The city targets affordable housing as a major factor in this development. Similarly, the Bellingham, Washington city code includes a chapter to implement goals related to infill development. This infill development is permitted in all zones except single-family. It sets

---

76 Id.
79 CITY OF TACOMA, supra note 77.
81 See Missing Middle Housing, MISSING MIDDLE HOUS., https://missingmiddlehousing.com (last visited May 16, 2022) (defining missing middle housing as “a range of house-scale buildings with multiple units—compatible in scale and form with detached single-family homes—located in a walkable neighborhood”).
82 MONTPELIER, VT., UNIFIED DEV. REGULS. § 3401.A.
84 Id. § 20.28.020.
flexible site size, setback, parking, and open space requirements for each type of multifamily development.\(^{85}\)

Infill can also benefit the environment by “helping to protect lands . . . and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.”\(^ {86}\) This is particularly true with the more expansive definition of infill, as that which takes place in more highly developed cities thereby responding to market demands that otherwise would be fulfilled in suburban and more remote greenfields.\(^ {87}\)

**E. Adaptive Reuse**

Finding new uses for underutilized buildings through adaptive reuse\(^ {88}\) can help:

- Remove blighted properties and the accompanying crime from communities,
- Preserve natural resources and the environment
- Pursue historic preservation, and
- Protect important intangibles like the community’s sense of place.\(^ {89}\)

While older buildings, underutilized structures, and vacant lots can be detrimental, they can also provide opportunity for creative re-

\(^{85}\) Id. § 20.28.050.
imagining of spaces. Reuse strengthens a community feel by positively linking a city’s past to its future, and offering cheap and robust infrastructure to emerging needs, which can spark wholesome renewal processes. Adaptive reuse can be a tool to promote affordable housing.

Municipalities should consider amending their zoning ordinances to allow for more adaptive reuse in their towns and communities. A strong adaptive reuse ordinance (ARO) was enacted in Santa Ana, California. The ordinance allows for the adaptive reuse of nonresidential buildings to residential units in four designated “project incentive area[s],” if the building was either “constructed in accordance with building and zoning codes in effect prior to July 1, 1974” or “has been determined to be a historically significant building.” One noteworthy development resulting from the ordinance is the Santa Ana Arts Collective, a former bank which has been converted into affordable artist housing containing 58 studios and

---

95 Id. § 41-1651(b).
one-, two-, and three-bedroom apartments in the existing building.”96 St. Petersburg, Florida adopted a similar ARO.97 Los Angeles is considered one of the preeminent adaptive reuse examples, especially downtown Los Angeles where over 14,000 residential units have been created by converting historic and underutilized buildings.98 Recent initiatives have been proposed in Los Angeles to expand the scope of adaptive reuse and promote housing affordability.99

Adaptive reuse is often considered environmentally sustainable. It can help foster community density and fight urban sprawl, and some older buildings are built with seasoned materials that are often better quality and not even available today.100 One report found that “[b]uilding reuse almost always yields fewer environmental impacts than new construction when comparing buildings of similar size and functionality,” and “that it takes 10 to 80 years for a new building that is 30 percent more efficient than an average-performing existing building to overcome, through efficient operations, the

negative climate change impacts related to the construction process.”

The potential for reuse to fight housing insecurity was explored as a necessary public health resource during the COVID-19 crisis. California, Oregon, Vermont, and Hennepin County, Minnesota—which includes Minneapolis—all took steps to house unhoused individuals in rehabilitated hotels, motels, and other structures that could quickly be converted into non-congregate housing and eventually permanent housing. California had great success with these conversions, starting with Project Roomkey which allowed the use of federal funds to acquire hotel rooms to provide non-congregate shelter for unhoused people to prevent the spread of COVID-19. The success of Roomkey prompted the creation of Homekey, which followed a similar template but was broadened towards creating permanent housing. Homekey allocated $846 million, combining federal and state funds, to allow for the purchase and conversion of hotels and other structures into supportive and affordable housing.
Between July and December of 2020, California was able to “create more than 6,000 housing units in 94 separate properties, 5,000 of which are destined to become permanent housing units.” In addition to the speed, the average cost of Homekey conversions was $129,254 per unit, compared to “the typical cost per unit to develop new housing in California rang[ing] from roughly $380,000–$570,000.” One of the keys to Homekey’s success was a provision in the statute which allowed Homekey projects as-of-right in whatever zone the purchased property sat in without further review.

IV. REFORMING SINGLE-FAMILY ZONING

A. Missing Middle

Missing Middle Housing is a range of mid-cost, multi-family units that provide housing for a variety of income levels. The zones in which missing middle is implemented permits two-, three-, and four-family housing and smaller-scale multifamily buildings to provide the variety of housing choices called for by the country’s changing demographics. It is a “range of house-scale buildings with multiple units—compatible in scale and form with detached single-family

106 Id.
110 Id.
 homes—located in a walkable neighborhood.”¹¹¹ These units provide housing for young professionals, seniors, and low-to-moderate income individuals.¹¹² Missing Middle Housing may include duplexes, triplexes, townhomes, tiny homes, small-apartment buildings, and more.¹¹³ Missing Middle Housing addresses the disproportionate effects of the housing insecurity crisis on minority communities while also combating economic disparities between traditional single- and multi-family zones.

One method of creating Missing Middle Housing is to amend current zoning codes to allow mixed-use or Planned Unit Development (PUD) while maintaining single-family zones. Both Auburn, Maine and North Brunswick, New Jersey, have recently amended their zoning codes to allow for PUD to encourage creation of a diverse housing stock, including duplex, triplex, townhouse, and garden-apartment housing.¹¹⁴ PUDs are overlay districts that often allow mixed-use in an otherwise single-use zone, including residential and commercial units permitted as-of-right.¹¹⁵ Montpelier, Vermont, also amended its zoning code to create a mixed-use residential district to promote infill development while also maintaining community character.¹¹⁶ This will allow much of the zoning code, and therefore community, to remain the same while certain aspects are amended to promote Missing Middle Housing development.

Another zoning method to alleviate housing pressures and promote Missing Middle Housing development is to eliminate single-family zones altogether. In Berkeley, California, the zoning code was amended to eliminate all single-family zones and replace them with

¹¹² Missing Middle Hous., supra note 109.
¹¹³ Id.
multi-family zones, allowing for development of duplexes, triplexes, and fourplexes to alleviate the city’s housing strain.117 Similarly, Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) and duplexes are permitted as-of-right in all residential zones in Olympia, Washington, while cottage houses, triplexes, fourplexes, and townhouses are permitted as-of-right in most residential zones.118 Both of these jurisdictions have successfully updated their zoning codes and exemplify the steps municipalities can take to address the affordable housing pandemic.

Oregon enacted similar legislation in 2019. The Oregon legislature enacted Oregon House Bill 2001 (HB 2001) to create more diverse and affordable housing options.119 In Oregon, more than 25% of households are single-person, and housing options must grow to reflect that.120 HB 2001 requires all residential districts in medium-sized cities to allow for duplex housing and all large cities to allow for duplexes, triplexes, fourplexes, cottage clusters, and townhouses.121 Oregon sets minimum standards for each housing type in order to ensure the diverse affordability goals are being met.122 The Bill also provides $3.5 million to local governments to improve infrastructure to create these housing options.123

Redbrook in Plymouth, Massachusetts “has a variety of housing types in a 1,000+ unit development project with 10% of units designated as affordable.”124 There are single-family, condominium, condominium

---

122 Id. §§ 3, 5.
123 Id. § 15.
townhome, twin home, cottage, and apartment-housing options. “Redbrook is zoned for mixed-use to provide residents with a walkable space in which they may live, work, and recreate,” with a conservation area of more than 400 acres inside.

Prairie Queen in Papillon, Nebraska “has no single-family housing and instead has apartments, fourplexes, townhouses, carriage houses, and retail and commercial space.” “The neighborhood is walkable and provides opportunities for a variety of income levels. Developments within the neighborhood must have at least two uses.”

B. Accessory Dwelling Units

ADUs are units that are incidental and subordinate to a principal dwelling on a lot. They are above-garage apartments, basement units, house additions with a separate kitchen and bathroom, and more. ADUs provide additional income to the homeowner and increase housing stock within the municipalities in which they are located. They provide more affordable housing, aid communities with infill and transit-oriented development, are better for the environment, seamlessly complement neighborhood character, and

125 Id.
126 Id.
128 Id.
130 Id. at 1, C-1 (quoting PORTLAND, OR. ZONING CODE, § 33.205.30 (2021)) (outlining requirements for accessory dwelling units).

*Not In My Backyard*, or NIMBYism, discourages new development, including ADUs, to protect existing neighborhood character.\footnote{NIMBY, MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM DICTIONARY, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/NIMBY (last visited May 19, 2022).} Many of NIMBY’s proponents—often middle- and upper-class households—see affordable housing development as bringing an undesirable change into the community and argue that this change will depress property values and increase crime, litter, and violence in the neighborhood.\footnote{See NIMBY (Not in My Backyard), HOMELESS HUB: ACCOMODATIONS & SUPPORTS, https://www.homelesshub.ca/solutions/affordable-housing/nimby-not-my-backyard (last visited May 19, 2022) (describing NIMBY as a phenomenon of opposition to affordable or transitional housing in neighborhoods that assume certain characteristics of the new population).} The result of NIMBY opposition to ADU development limits the embrace of ADUs as a response to the need for affordable residences in safe neighborhoods.

Where NIMBY provides the political opposition, *poison pills* provide the legal means to prevent affordable-housing development.
Municipalities are incorporating ADU barriers in the zoning code to appease these NIMBY groups and are significantly limiting the expansion of affordable housing within their districts. These barriers are called *poison pills*. Planners began referring to ADU restrictions as poison pills to showcase how the regulations can “effectively kill” ADU developments. There are many types of poison pills used to prevent and limit ADU construction. The most common poison pills, with examples, include:

- **Owner occupancy requirements**: SeaTac, Washington, requires the primary residence or ADU to be occupied by the homeowner in order to build and rent out an ADU. The city allows ADUs to maximize the use of existing housing stock, improve cost efficiency of existing infrastructure, increase opportunities for homeowners, and provide housing options for a wide range of incomes and statuses—yet imposes these restrictions to limit overall development. Biddeford, Maine, requires the owner of the primary dwelling unit and ADU reside in one of the units, but does not specify the requisite time period.

- **Maximum size requirements**: Most ADUs cannot exceed 800 square feet. The code also sets maximum occupancy, height, design, and parking requirements. The ADU may not exceed 900 square feet or 35% of the primary-dwelling-unit
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size. Biddeford sets moderately strict requirements for stairways, balconies, parking, entrances, exterior materials, lot orientation, and number of occupants.

- Off-street parking requirements: In addition to preexisting parking for the primary unit, SeaTac, Washington, additionally requires two off-street parking spaces for ADUs over 600 square feet.

- Occupant restrictions: In West Hartford, Connecticut, only domestic employees or guests of the primary-residence owner were permitted to reside in the ADU. West Hartford passed a new ADU ordinance, setting size, material, and parking requirements. The restrictive occupancy requirements were removed.

- Age and disability requirements: ADUs in Fairfax County, Virginia, are only permitted in single-family detached zones where approved by the Board of Zoning Appeals. If one of the residents of the ADU is more than 55 years old or has a disability, the occupant must provide additional documentation. The city addressed proposed changes to the plan to remove the age and disability requirements, which were approved July 1, 2021.

- Restrictions on the number of occupants. Newton, Massachusetts, sets a maximum number of residents per
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principal dwelling unit; this unit does not change with the construction of an ADU.\textsuperscript{153}

- As-of-right designations. Raleigh, North Carolina, previously prohibited ADUs from being permitted as-of-right in residential zones, significantly limiting ADU development.\textsuperscript{154} Raleigh amended its code and now permits one ADU as-of-right on residential lots.\textsuperscript{155}

To eliminate some of these poison pills, municipalities such as Raleigh, North Carolina, have recently reduced ADU restrictions to address the affordable housing crisis.\textsuperscript{156} Raleigh had previously restricted ADU construction to one specific overlay zone, did not allow ADUs as-of-right in any residential zone, and required residents to petition their neighbors for approval when seeking to develop ADUs on their property.\textsuperscript{157} Now, Raleigh allows ADUs as-of-right in all residential zones without any significant restriction on their construction or subsequent use.\textsuperscript{158} This promotes affordable housing and encourages diversity in both housing stock and occupancy.

Seattle, Washington, recently enacted zoning legislation that removes significant barriers to ADU development to address the city’s housing crisis.\textsuperscript{159} The new code removes off-street parking and owner-occupancy requirements while also streamlining the approval process.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{153} \textit{Newton, Mass., Zoning Ordinance} ch. 30, § 6.7.1(c)(4) (2017).
\item \textsuperscript{155} \textit{Permitting an Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU)}, \textit{City of Raleigh}, (Dec. 15, 2021), https://raleighnc.gov/business/content/PlanDev/Articles/Zoning/AccessoryDwellingUnits.html.
\item \textsuperscript{156} Tauss, \textit{supra} note 154.
\item \textsuperscript{157} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{158} \textit{Id}.
\end{itemize}
for ADU development. Seattle also created a user-friendly website to simplify the process for its residents by connecting homeowners considering ADUs to designers and builders, and it even addresses the high cost of ADU development through access to low-interest financing. Techniques such as this will provide much needed momentum in the ADU process, effectively addressing the housing-insecurity pandemic.

On a larger scale, states such as Connecticut and Oregon have enacted statewide bills to encourage ADU development within their borders. Connecticut recently passed a bill that promotes ADU development. This bill legalizes ADUs in the state and removes off-street parking requirements. It allows ADUs as-of-right on all properties that contain at least one single-family home. This bill also prohibits municipalities from implementing several restrictions on ADU development, including minimum-age and occupant-relationship requirements. Oregon also recently passed HB 2001, addressing ADU creation. The state now requires cities with populations greater than 2,500 or counties with populations greater than 15,000 to allow ADUs in all single-family zones.

V. SUPPORTIVE HOUSING

Supportive Housing provides affordable-housing options and services for homeless, disabled, addicted, senior, and other
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Pandemics and Housing Insecurity

Supportive Housing residences are owned and operated by nonprofits and tenants pay roughly a third of their monthly income on rent. This addresses homelessness while providing needed services to historically underrepresented and less-fortunate populations. Additionally, this reduces the burden on homeless shelters, hospitals, psychiatric centers, and jails by providing an alternative with much-needed built-in support for populations that might need it. Supportive Housing can be temporary or permanent. Permanent Supportive Housing is created with the intention of tenants staying more than 24 months and includes vocational- and educational-counseling services.

There are three main types of Supportive Housing: purpose-built or single-site housing, scattered-site housing, and unit set-asides. Purpose-built or single-site housing is apartment-building-style housing units with on-site support services. Scattered-site housing, on the other hand, consists of privately-leased apartments in which staff may visit and provide support services. Similarly, unit set-asides are privately-owned affordable units that owners set aside for supportive purposes and partner with support services for tenants.

Important characteristics of Supportive Housing revolve around the principles of rehabilitation and support. To begin, services must be permanent and affordable. Tenants should have the same
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rights as traditional renters and should not pay more than 30% of their income on rent, essentially requiring that they not be cost-burdened. They should have access to public transportation, public works, grocery stores, and all other amenities granted to traditional renters.

The provided services should be housing-oriented and aim at keeping tenants housed, while also addressing larger issues. These should include physical and mental health, substance abuse, and more, while also providing access to professionals to assist in these areas. The services should be voluntary but highly encouraged.

A. New York City’s Supportive Housing Program

New York City has a Supportive Housing Initiative called the NYC 15/15 Initiative (the Initiative), through which the city has a goal of developing 15,000 units of supportive housing over the course of 15 years.\textsuperscript{178} One of the main purposes of the Initiative is to provide “affordable housing with supportive services, including both mental and physical healthcare access, connection to alcohol and substance abuse programs, and other social services” to “New Yorkers struggling with mental illness, homelessness, and substance use.”\textsuperscript{179} Another main purpose of the initiative is to “reduce usage of homeless shelters, hospitals, mental health institutions, and jails/prisons.”\textsuperscript{180} Prior to creating the Initiative, previous initiatives involving NYC had succeeded in developing approximately 14,000 units of supportive housing.\textsuperscript{181} At the beginning of the Initiative, Mayor De Blasio “assembled a Task Force of 28 experts . . . to assess the current state of existing supportive housing programs in the city and formulate innovative solutions and recommendations for the future.”\textsuperscript{182}


\textsuperscript{180} Id.

\textsuperscript{181} Id.

\textsuperscript{182} Id. at 4.
Force collected and analyzed data regarding the City’s homeless populations staying in shelters and living on the streets. The City’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene coordinated with residents of existing supportive housing to get feedback on their experiences living in supportive housing. The City then used this data to formulate a plan for the Initiative. Based on its findings, the Task Force developed a set of recommendations to be used in deciding which facets of the population to target and how to use available resources. These recommendations were grouped under four main topics: (1) data and evaluation; (2) referrals; (3) service models; and (4) streamlining development. Recommendations included:

- using a vulnerability index to assess which individuals or families exhibited a greater need;
- identifying which individuals and families requiring services provided by multiple systems of care;
- having healthcare professionals conduct mental-health evaluations of supportive-housing applicants;
- “[c]reat[ing] a standardized assessment tool that matches tenants to appropriate housing options;”
- developing an assessment to determine which individuals would be most successful in a scattered-site housing program; and developing a process that allows individuals to shift between supportive-housing programs based on their changing needs; and
- developing incentives for landlords to participate in scattered-site supportive housing.

New York City is currently working with several providers to meet the goals of the Initiative.
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VI. DISTRESSED PROPERTY REMEDIATION

Distressed Property includes substandard, unsafe, vacant, abandoned, and blighted properties. Generally, there are a few legal tools local governments can use to enact or enforce remediation laws. Municipal Home Rule Laws provide local governments with the inherent power, under their police power, to protect the public, health, and welfare. Protecting the public from nuisances, including distressed properties, is part of that power. Beyond that, many states provide local governments with template Uniform Building Codes. They typically codify common-law nuisance principles. There are additional mechanisms like foreclosure and maintenance laws that add to local governments’ power. By enacting or enforcing local laws to remediate distressed properties, local governments can take meaningful steps towards improving equity and health, decreasing housing insecurity, and supporting climate equity.

A. Enforce Existing Housing or Property Maintenance Codes

189 Purpose of Home Rule, ILL. MUN. LEAGUE, https://iml.org/homerule (last visited Apr. 24, 2022); see, e.g., ILL. CONST. art. VII, § 6(a) (stating “a home rule unit may exercise any power and perform any function . . . including . . . the power to regulate for the protection of the public health, safety, morals and welfare.”).
190 See Uniform Building Code Explained, DOITYOURSELF (Dec. 12, 2009), https://www.doityourself.com/stry/uniform-building-code-explained (“Uniform Building Code[s] [are] a systematic body of rules that have been enacted to ensure that all buildings within a certain area maintain the safety and health standards to safeguard the lives of users and their neighbors from hazardous building.”).
191 See Bacher & Williams, supra note 188, at 882, 891.
In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, all vacant properties must be maintained in a safe and sanitary state. Entryways must be in good repair and secured rather than boarded. Failure to maintain the premises in an adequate state will prompt the City Building Department to declare the building unsafe and serve notice to the owner. If the owner cannot comply immediately, they must submit the steps they will take to comply within ten days of notice. The Department will impose penalties for continued noncompliance, and may correct the property’s conditions itself and collect costs from the owner.

B. Regulate Vacant and Substandard Properties

Municipalities seek to address the safety of vacant, substandard, or distressed properties by regulating their maintenance. Thus, the common goal of regulating such properties is mandating property owners to secure their premises. However, municipalities may vary in their approaches to establishing consequences for chronically vacant property. Typically, owners are required to secure, insure, register, and post contact information on their property within a set time after vacancy. Often, the request for such action is served to the owner by a city official. In instances where the owner does not secure the property, the city often does so itself and may charge the owner for costs of boarding up windows and
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doors. Thus, costs of these regulations to the owner deter vacancy beforehand and increase the cost of continued vacancy due to registration fees. In instances where the owner does not comply for extended periods, or the property is severely deteriorated, some municipalities may demolish structures on the property.

C. Abating Public Nuisances in Buildings

Municipalities typically address public nuisances in buildings by first notifying the property owners of the substandard conditions of their property. Notices from municipal officials detail the repair or demolition steps necessary and may also outline appeals processes. Municipalities differ, however, in what they do when owners do not address a notice that their property is a nuisance. In Newark, New Jersey, a property that does not abate its nuisance in the prescribed time may be appointed a custodian who then directs city funds for repair. In Hartford, Connecticut, property owners are given a specified time period to abate their property after notice is served. If an owner does not comply, they are fined $250 for each day they go over the prescribed time frame. In Toledo, Ohio, noncompliant owners may even be subject to criminal misdemeanor charges if their properties are
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203 See Building and Property Nuisances, MUN. RSCH. SERVS CTR. OF WASH. (MRSC), https://mrsc.org/Home/Explore-Topics/Legal/Regulation/Nuisances-Regulation-and-Abatement/Building-Nuisances.aspx#attractive (showing the Washington State statute Ch. 35.80 RCW that requires notifying property owners of the condition of their property) (last visited Apr. 25, 2022).
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particularly dangerous. However, some municipalities, such as Hartford, may provide assistance to, and refrain from pursuing charges against, owners who successfully repair their properties. There, the property-value assessment for taxes will not reflect the enhanced post-rehabilitation value for the first five years after application.

**D. Taking Title to Distressed Buildings**

In some municipalities, the local government may attempt to take title of distressed buildings that come to the government via tax liens and seek to redevelop, renovate, or demolish them. Often the mayor or a designated official may seek to condemn, take possession of, or take title to abandoned properties. In Washington D.C., if the fair-market value of a condemned property is determined to be less than the cost of public charges, taxes, and other assessments regarding the abandoned property, the District is entitled to judgment for the difference of the sum of those charges and the estimated value of the property. The municipality would then appoint a party to take title and manage the property.

**E. Disposing of Title to Acquired Properties**

---
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St. Louis, Missouri, leverages a non-profit strategy for distressed property remediation. Local governments can transfer temporary or permanent possession of vacant and problem properties to non-profit organizations through tax foreclosure or receivership. They can also give owners the option to transfer their properties voluntarily, helping to prevent the same properties from repeatedly cycling through tax-foreclosure sales under different owners. The St. Louis Development Corporation (SLDC) is a not-for-profit corporation with a Land Reutilization Authority (LRA) subsidiary group. Real-property owners in St. Louis have the option to convey title by warranty deed to the LRA if the property is free of any encumbrances or liens. The LRA then manages, maintains, markets, and sells the properties in its possession.

VII. ANTI-DISPLACEMENT

Gentrification is a common term used to refer to the socioeconomic change a community undergoes when wealthier people and businesses move to an area, often displacing current inhabitants. Alone, this socioeconomic shift is a powerful aid in community development. Displacement, however, hurts the low-income—often minority residents—that inhabit the areas being gentrified, creating a substantial hurdle in affordable housing development. Displaced peoples are more likely to have negative health outcomes, including more exposure to pollutants and negative mental-health effects, while also reducing access to transportation, healthy food, and more. The
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above strategies aimed at providing affordable housing also create solutions to displacement.

Community engagement is an important tool in fighting displacement. By garnering support from local residents, community groups may raise awareness and get the attention of city officials. For example, in Austin, Texas, residents in the Guadalupe Neighborhood established the Guadalupe Neighborhood Development Commission (GNDC) to strategically purchase distressed properties in the area to support long-term efforts of preventing displacement.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{Heather K. Way, Uprooted Project at the Univ. of Tex. at Austin, Texas Anti-Displacement Toolkit 85 (2019).}}}}}}}} The GNDC also created a community land trust, which will provide affordable units to those placed on a waitlist.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{Id.}}}}}}}

In response to the GNDC’s efforts, the city established an Anti-Displacement Task Force and hired a Displacement Enforcement Officer, the first of its kind in the city.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{City of Austin Hires First Community Displacement Prevention Officer, AustinTexas.gov (Apr. 14, 2021), http://www.austintexas.gov/news/city-austin-hires-first-community-displacement-prevention-officer.}}}}}} Similarly, North and Northeast Portland, Oregon, has received \$100 million to counteract displacement pressures caused by the development of a shopping center.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{Way, supra note 221, at 40, 87.}}}}}} These neighborhoods have lost nearly 8,000 Black residents since 2000, which in 2013 prompted public protests against the development and gained monetary support from the city.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{Id. at 87.}}}}}}}

Local governments may also enact zoning changes with the intention of reducing displacement. Dallas, Texas, and Seattle, Washington, for example, created a Neighborhood Stabilization Overlay District, which restricts building height to promote preservation of affordable houses.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{Id. at 67–68.}}}}}}

Municipalities can also enact Right-to-Purchase programs. In Washington, D.C., tenants have the right of first refusal if their apartment complexes will be sold.\footnote{\textit{\textup{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{\textsc{Id. at 19–20, 83.}}}}}} This program provides financial support mechanisms, technical assistance, and capacity-building
within tenant groups. Organizations such as ROC USA are similarly establishing funding programs to assist mobile-home residents in purchasing their homes.

No-Net-Loss Policies are also being enacted to incorporate anti-displacement into the planning process. In California, Governor Gavin Newsom enacted a statewide bill requiring its regional housing need allocation be met for all income levels throughout the entire planning process. Additionally, municipalities may not reduce density levels in any new development without first evaluating its compatibility with the Regional Housing Needs Allocation.

Anti-displacement is a significant issue in the midst of the increasingly disparate socioeconomic upheaval in which we are currently involved. In addition to the above strategies to combat housing insecurity, there are many solutions in the anti-displacement toolkit.

CONCLUSION

The housing-insecurity crisis is pervasive throughout the United States, and municipalities are taking action. With almost 30% of American households cost-burdened, there is increasing pressure to do so. Through traditional strategies such as mandatory-affordable housing, voluntary-affordable housing, off-site and buy-out options, flexible large-scale multi-family housing, floating zones, overlay zones, and infill development, municipalities can get significant traction for creating affordable housing. Larger-scale zoning strategies, such as zoning for Missing Middle Housing or allowing Accessory Dwelling Units as-of-right, provides for broader change and provides a new opportunity for a substantial increase in housing stock.
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Supportive housing for disadvantaged groups can provide housing for those that are especially vulnerable to housing insecurity. Stemming displacement due to gentrification depends on more expansive affordable-housing provisions.

With the last decade providing the lowest number of housing units built since the 1960s and substantial increases in population projected, this is a crisis that must be addressed using every tool in the land use toolbox.\textsuperscript{233} When combined with the four pandemics of climate change, the shifting demographics of the twenty-first century, racial inequity, and COVID-19, it is clear that these strategies must be emulated wherever possible. It is also clear that many communities are affected by more than one of the pandemics, and these communities must learn how they interrelate and how to address them comprehensively.

Environmentally-friendly goals for affordable housing can be achieved through adaptive reuse and distressed property remediation. Affordable housing can address climate-change mitigation. Boston requires city-funded projects to meet higher construction standards as part of an initiative to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions. The city’s Zero Emissions Building Standards follow the city’s announced $34 million in funding for 14 affordable housing projects. The goal with these affordable housing developments is to create efficient, low-carbon, low-energy, well-designed buildings and power them with renewable energy sources. Portland has adopted and combined several strategies that address several threats. The city’s “right to return” policy was adopted to allow displaced tenants to move back to their neighborhoods. Poison pills were removed from the code to make Missing Middle Housing more effective. Distressed properties are required to be rehabilitated, removed, or destroyed. Portland implemented green design standards for trees, green infrastructure, and more. Complete streets are also used to improve accessible transportation systems.

As municipal leaders have in the past, today they are using these integrated and effective recipes for protecting public health from its several challenges. Portland and Boston are instinctively reacting to on-the-ground, in-your-face, perturbations and responding in kind.

\textsuperscript{233} Demas, \textit{supra} note 12.
These innovative actors, along with many of their peers, are providing needed strategies that serve as models for others to adapt to their unique and critical challenges.